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The Chinese MT Meeting convened at the Massa- 
ohusetts Institute of Technology. Cambridge, Massachu- 
setts, on Saturday, October 17, 1964. at 9:20 A.M., 
Chairman Dick See presiding. 

Present: 

Berkeley:  Doug Johnson, Ching-Yi Dougherty. 

         Ohio State: Bill Wang, Leroy Meyers, 

Ann Yue Hashimoto, Itiroo Sakai (visitor). 

Texas:  Dr. DeCamp, Wayne Tosh. 

Yale: Sydney Lamb, Samuel E. Martin. 

ITEK: Dick Marcus, J. Wong, Theresa Lee. 

Bunker-Ramo: Jules Mersel, Paul Garvin, 
Fred Peng. 

IBM: Dave Lieberman, Fred Wong, S.S.Soo. 

MIT: Vic Yngve, Ben T'sou, Ron Hofmann, 
Frank Liu, Elizabeth Landers (arrangements). 

VIC YNGVE:  I would really like to welcome you 

people to MIT.  It is a pleasure to have you here.  I 

think we are going to have a very interesting conference, 

a very profitable one for all.  It just occurred to me as 

I was driving in this morning feeling kind of sleepy that 

many of you come from further west and maybe we should 

have started at eleven or twelve and ran to eight or nine 

this evening. The next time we will do that.  I would 

like to apologize to the people from the West Coast for 

the early hour. 
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We are going to have a stenotype recording of 

the remarks and for this purpose it would be good if you 

don't all speak at once. We will have these dittoed and 

sent out to everybody. We are also going to try to photo- 

graph the board and interleaf the material. 

Some of you may be bringing prepared talks, so 

there will be no sense to take down stenotypically, so if 

you will give some indication when you start whether this 

has already been committed to paper or not. If not, we 

will take it. 

As you know already we will have lunch brought 

in and this evening we will break up probably about six 

and at seven those of you who are staying on, I hope it 

is most of you, are invited to come with us to the Union 

Oyster House for dinner and if you have wives or husbands 

in town they are very welcome to come along.  If you have 

any questions about arrangements or anything like that 

ask as the day goes on. The Union Oyster House is in 

Boston. You can go by cab. There are a few people who 

have cars who will be going so there will be room for 

passengers. 

Dick See will be the Chairman today and it is 

his meeting. 
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CHAIRMAN SEE: First, I am happy to be the 

Chairman but it is really both our meeting and it is actu- 

ally a meeting of the entire group that was assembled at 

Indiana. 

I think we will combine a happy meeting of in- 

formality and strict scheduling in order to make sure 

that every group is able to contribute and at the end of 

the day nobody has important things left unsaid, and yet 

during the discussion have a free exchange of ideas. 

I think to start off it would be best for our 

stenotypist if each gave his name and affiliation in a 

loud clear tone, so that the stenotypist and everybody 

else will know who you are. 

(The conference attendees identified themselves.) 

CHAIRMAN SEE: I am going to bring Vic in on 

all of this because the procedure we adopted was to 

assume that each group would have up to an hour and fifty 

minutes or so would be reserved for the straight presenta- 

tion, I think it best if it is uninterrupted because 

otherwise we would not get through the day. That will 

leave ten minutes for questions directed to the speaker 

and not for discussion. At the end of the day we will 

have a general discussion period. If any group doesn't 
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have enough material please don't feel obliged to use up 

the time. We can convert it into mixed discussion at the 

end. 

I think I ought to say a few words about the 

history of MT because if I don't say a few words about it 

in the transcript you might not know and so for the benefit 

of anybody who reads this document I had better read a 

few words into the record. 

We all know in the history we have a little 

difficulty in coordinated activity because of the diversi- 

ty of approaches, the diversity of vocations, and because 

of the present state of knowledge of linguistics when we 

started to study the problems of translation. There were 

many different points of view and there tended to be some 

isolation among the groups. I think a lot of this is 

history rather than the present.  One of the purposes of 

being here today is to insure that this is history and in 

the future will communicate if possible. 

I think at this meeting we owe a great deal of 

thanks to Vic because he has made it possible to organize 

this meeting without the writing of a single letter, with- 

out the transmission of any funds or any other difficulties 

at all. On this informal basis I think we can have 
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effective communication. I was asked about press re- 

leases. No one to my knowledge had informed the press 

and I think we had better leave it this way. This will 

insure that we will communicate among ourselves as best 

we can. There is the possibility that a volunteer, Ohio 

State has a possible volunteer, will edit the transcript 

or produce some sort of article on the transcript. The 

principal purpose was to have a transcript available for 

each of us. 

I won't say any more because we are already a 

little late. The schedule we have worked out is tenta- 

tive. If anybody has any objection please let me know. 

MIT will lead off, followed by Texas, followed by ITEK, 

followed by IBM, and this will be either before or after 

lunch. It is hard for me to say. It depends on how 

hungry we get how soon. After lunch, or after IBM at 

any case Bunker-Ramo will follow, followed by Ohio State, 

followed by Berkeley. 

Does the Yale contingent wish to make a separ- 

ate presentation? 

SYDNEY LAMB:  We are combining with Berkeley, 

CHAIRMAN SEE:  I thought so. 

Without further ado then let me first say, does 
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anyone have any reason why this schedule, this sequence, 

is unsatisfactory? There is no particular methodology 

here and this is what we choose. Is this satisfactory to 

everyone? Well, then let's have MIT lead off. 

VIC YNGVE: Well, many of you are familiar with 

the work that we have done. I would like just very 

briefly to survey the general work at MIT and, the general 

way of thinking that has grown up at MIT and then let two 

of the other people in the group have their say. We have 

a fluctuating number of people in the group. We probably 

have twenty now. Many of these are part time. Many are 

students, those who are interested in Chinese, Ben T'sou 

whom you will hear later and Ron Hofmann whom you will 

see later, and in addition the two members of the Commit- 

tee sitting in the rear, Frank Liu and Elizabeth Landers. 

However, we have only started very, very re- 

cently in Chinese. I would say it has only been in the 

last eight or nine months that we have done anything at 

all in Chinese. When Dave Lieberman was with us we also 

had an interest in Chinese and you will hear from him 

later. 

We very early came to a realization that 

mechanical translation would not be possible, probably 
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not possible unless we found out a lot more about langu- 

age, about meaning, about translation, about communica- 

tion process, and we decided that the appropriate func- 

tion of the university group would be to try to engage in 

basic research, to try to build a foundation on which 

other people could build a system. That isn't to say that 

we aren't interested in building a system, we may do that, 

but we feel it is premature, at least for us, to be work- 

ing on a system with an end in view of actually using it 

in the next few years. So our approach, although keeping 

such a system in mind as an alternate goal, we have felt 

less involved in trying to get something working that 

other groups have. 

We started with work in syntax a long time ago 

because we realised that a dictionary would certainly not 

be adequate for translation and we spent a good deal of 

time trying to obtain syntactic description, grammatical 

description of the language of interest. 

We spend a good deal of time also on the prob- 

lem of what is a syntactic description, what we want to 

do, how can one obtain such a thing. A number of years 

ago we felt, or I did, that a translating routine, a 

syntactic translating routine, could be built let's say 
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in six blocks like this.  (At blackboard)* Where you 

would have an input line and several processing routines 

and outputs. These would be programs and we would have 

stored information down here which would be the grammati- 

cal information, linguistics, and so on. So we would 

have a grammar for language 1 over here, grammar for 

language 2 over here. This would be a recognition rou- 

tine. This would be a synthesis routine. In here we 

would have to have some routine that would transfer the 

syntactic structure you find in the input language in 

general what you find in the output language. So we put 

in here a transfer routine. That has to operate by means 

of some stored knowledge in the computer which would be 

here. This would be the, let's say, table of equivalen- 

cies between the two languages. We have pursued this. 

We have written grammars which can be plugged in here and 

here. We have written synthetic routines and recognition 

routines. In fact, we have a routine now that will take 

the grammar in a standard format and in a compiler will 

compile these together and these together so two separate 

programs, one which would recognize and one which would 

generate. This is one of our tools. 

Now we have produced grammars not complete by 

* See p., 8A 
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any means but we have grammars available in English, 

German, French, Arabic, and a start in Chinese. These 

grammars are by and large written in a modified phrase 

structure format where you are allowed rewrites, expan- 

sions, more rewrites, more expansions, discontinuous 

expansions. So we have in essence three kinds of rules, 

rewrite rules, which rewrite single symbols and have to 

do with categories and subcategories, constructions which 

are not necessarily limited to binary constructions al- 

though we have, as a matter of fact, very rarely resorted 

to higher orders. We do not think there is anything magi- 

cal about 2. It is that we have found it rather conveni- 
 

ent to use binary 1. The discontinuances* or constructions 

jump over just one node at this next level. This of 

course may be expanded later into something like that but 

it jumps over one node at this level. The sentences are 

produced in a left to right basis in a way that is some- 

what familiar to you. 

Now we have recognized for a long time that such 

a scheme could give a translating routine which would be 

not adequate but possibly could give interesting results. 

Now where does it lack? It lacks in the area of semantics 

because it is completely syntactic. Now we have toyed 

 
* See p. 9A 
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with the idea of putting different semantic classifica- 

tions into the grammar and toyed with various other ideas. 

We have been very interested in the various work on seman- 

tics done elsewhere. We do not have a proposed answer to 

the problems in semantics but have been working very hard, 

have been for years, on the basic problems in semantics. 

We have people like Eleanor Charney, Jared Darlington, 

Carol Bosche, Jack Dolan, who are essentially working on 

the foundation of a semantic theory, certain phases of 

this. We do not at this time have any way of integrating 

this work into a picture like this. This is something we 

don't know how to do yet. The work that we are doing in 

semantics are several isolated things and we don't feel 

yet that we have an overall picture. 

So instead of worrying about how you would 

actually do something that you don't know to do, in 

other words we have resisted building a complete transla- 

tion system with a big dictionary and a big grammar and 

then try to run it, we have resisted doing this because 

it involves trying to make decisions as to what to do 

when you really don't know what to do, how to resolve 

translating problems when you cannot resolve on a syntac- 

tic basis. We are quite happy if we do build such trial 
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translating routines. We are quite happy if they do the 

sort of things they are supposed to do, the syntactic sort 

of things, but we are not unhappy about the syntactic part. 

We would rather spend our time working on what we feel is 

the fundamental approach to the problem of semantics. 

I think this gives you a sort of general flavor 

of the work we are doing. Now our work on Chinese, as I 

mentioned before, is just beginning and I will cut this 

short and let, first, Ron Hofmann say a little bit of 

something he has been doing in the last couple of weeks, 

and then ask Ben T'sou to tell you about it. 

RON HOFMANN: As Vic said we have just started 

on Chinese and partly as an aid to this conference I made 

up this transliteration table. It is admittedly incom- 

plete and there is about a page and a half of footnotes 

that didn't get done in time. However, I think it is a 

fairly good attempt in capsuling. As it is incomplete I 

would like any suggestions you may give me during the 

course of the conference. 

As the title said, it is designed for manual 

conversion between systems of Mandarin transliteration. 

There are two extremities. One is to do an algorithm 

where a machine is best, where you can take relative time 
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to do many steps. One can be quite exact in an algorithm. 

Mr. Lee at Ohio State I believe did exactly this. However, 

for the use of the human I feel if the algorithm is more 

than four or five steps long it becomes cumbersome to do 

and lo and behold it is hard to translate the characters 

in the transliteration from one system to another. 

There is another extreme, that of taking every 

possibility in one transcription and giving the equiva- 

lent in another transcription. This I feel is not useful 

for the human being sitting at the conference, say, and 

somebody writes a word or a sentence in one Romanization 

and this human being has to run through these six or 

eight tables looking up the Romanization trying to find a 

certain spelling and seeing what it is in his own system. 

Thus was the motivation for these tables partly 

as the communication device. 

Essentially why I think this system is superior 

for the use in communicating one person to another is that 

it is a mixture of the two extremes. One is two short 

tables and, two, there is a very short algorithm. The 

algorithm is easily memorable. 

Take the Romanization in one system. Take the 

first string of consonants, call that the initials. 
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Everything else is the finish.    Then one takes up the 

initial and looks it up in the table and translates to 

his own system.    One takes the final and goes to the 

final table and translates to his own system. 

BILL WANG: That should be ONO. 

RON HOFMANN: Right, it should be SHONG. I 

think my example in the paper is wrong too. 

There are various others that didn't get into 

the text.  First, if one has the initial J, for instance, 

in the Yale system there is a J in the palatal system. 

One has to look to see if there are two J's in the Yale 

column.    If it is followed by a vowel it is indicated in 

the first column.    Then to translate in the Wade system 

and Russian.    In the retroflex and dental sibilant I have 

given the finals when there is no vowel final. That is, 

take the first example there, 4-1, and this turns out to 

be SHI. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: That would be CHI in Russian 

and SHI in the system. 

    RON HOFMANN: In Russian? 

    CHAIRMAN SEE:  Isn't the 4 1 supposed to be -- 

what is that? Okay, I didn't see it. 

    RON HOFMANN: Excuse me.   It is 4, SHI.     In 
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Yale it comes out JR. 

The glides are truly part of the initial table. 

The glides are at the bottom of the initial table. They 

are put there to merely indicate if you find one of these 

as your initials you made a mistake. You go to the final 

table and look there. The final table is organized in 

generally the same manner but by and large there are two 

columns for each transliteration system. The first column 

is the normal spelling and the second is the spelling if 

it has no initial and is different from the final if it 

has an initial. 

Of course, the national Romanization has four 

tones of spelling and thus we have four columns and 

occasionally the final without an initial is spelled dif- 

ferently in which case it is right underneath what it 

ought to be. 

This is not at present in the realm of being 

synthetically accurate. It was pointed out to me yester- 

day that one could not synthesize Wade-Giles from this 

perfectly.  This I did not feel for the purposes that I 

mentioned is important criticism and it is a device 

mainly for communication so that if this fellow over 

here uses only Wade-Giles and if somebody writes something 
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in the Communist Chinese system he can write something 

closely accurate to Wade-Giles and be able to interpret 

it which was the only purpose it was meant for. 

Any questions? 

CHAIRMAN SEE: There are a few discrepancies 

we can go into later. For example, there is no such 

thing as IEOU. We can go into this later. 

RON HOFMANN: I was getting this out of the 

character index, I may be wrong. 

BILL WANG:  Similarly for Item 3 you have under 

the Mainland column WAI should belong to line 5. 

RON HOFMANN: You are right. That is a correc- 

tion . 

SAMUEL E. MARTIN: In line 7 under Romaniza- 

tion the fourth tone should be IAW and not IAU. 

RON HOFMANN: Any other typographical errors 

or otherwise? 

BILL WANG: How about characters? (Laughter) 

CHAIRMAN SEE:  Perhaps it would be better to 

submit our comments. 

BILL WANG:  I do have a question.  When you do 

have this algorithm that converts every system so we know 

it works he did not extend his study into converting 
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among the four tones of the National Romanization. I 

was wondering if somebody had extended the work in this 

direction. That is, we are able to take Yale, Mainland, 

Wade-Giles, and convert them with the first tone of the 

National Romanization but not the other three tones. 

SAMUEL E. MARTIN: We gave an algorithm in 

ours. 

BILL WANG: Within the fixed limit of the 

system itself. Do you use the first tone or the bridge? 

SAMUEL E. MARTIN: Yes. 

SYDNEY LAMB: Weren't there other rules for 

getting to the other tones too? 

SAMUEL E. MARTIN: Yes. 

BILL WANG: They changed into the first tone 

and to another system. Then the question is, is there 

a way of converting non-first tones? I wondered if some- 

body had done some work because it would obviously save 

time. You go direct. 

SYDNEY LAMB: I think the system would be 

simpler if you go to something uniform. 

RON HOFMANN: Conceptionally quicker. It is 

an engineering compromise. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: It depends on the nature of the 
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rules you get when you try to do it. 

BILL WANG: I think this question ought to be 

answered because it would make quite a significant dif- 

ference in processing input. But it hasn't been explored 

in connection with your work? 

RON HOFMANN: Apparently not. 

SYDNEY LAMB: Could I ask a question? 

CHAIRMAN SEE: We had originally thought of 

keeping the questions to the end but —- 

SYDNEY LAMB: I was wondering about the rele- 

vance of the machine translation and maybe it is on the 

Romanization or alphabetical form for input. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: There are several ways it could 

be relevant. In the past Georgetown's people used two 

elements, one a specific element for the characters such 

as the telegraphic code which is what we recommended, and 

second a pronunciation guide which in effect serves two 

purposes. It does provide the phonic if you don't know 

the number and then for scanning you can read the Romani- 

zation. Second, it does provide more information because, 

as we all know, there are characters that have more than 

one reading so if you want complete information you have 

to supplement. 
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SYDNEY LAMB: So, in other words, it seems to 

me what you want for output purposes is a means of con- 

verting from telegraph code to some Romanization, rather 

than decide on what Romanization to use and use that. 

CHAIRMAN SEE:  Programs like this exist. 

SYDNEY LAMB: I am not clear what purpose a 

computer program would be put to that it has the ability 

to compute from one Romanization to another. 

CHAIRMAN SEE:  Some people use the Gwo Yen 

Romanization. It would be nice to have a computer pro- 

gram to put down the tone. It is easier to read than a 

system that uses letters and numbers, rather than compare 

some using letters and numbers alternating. 

RON HOFMANN:  I think we should go on to Ben 

T'sou. 

BEN T'SOU:  I have already given a report of 

the work done at MIT at a recent meeting of the Associa- 

tion. What I am about to say here is in addition to what 

has been said earlier. It is sentences with adjective 

modifying construction. The handout contains some ex- 

amples of this. At present I am working on the inclusion 

of numeral measure words as the classifier. So far about 

twenty of the common measurable words have been studied 
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and I hope to include into a grammar in the near future. 

So far the research I am doing is centered on the basic 

components of the basics of the grammar concerned. How- 

ever, we are looking to a more wider horizon and we hope 

to have development of several types here. 

As Dr. Yngve mentioned we have this running pro- 

gram here. What we have is a Chinese grammar here and 

the overall framework of the system exists. Our problem 

now is for the translation here and also for comparable 

English grammar here and also Chinese grammar 1. 
 

To explain* this a little further what I am say- 

ing is from Chinese grammar 1 we can input into this 

system and we have the running program that can construct 

recognition routine that recognizes sentences generatable 

by the grammar. 

The second part of the routine we are thinking 

of would be contrasting and comparing Chinese and English 

syntheses and utilises the recognition into equivalent 

English sentences by the third part. 

As Dr. Yngve mentioned earlier we have had 

other experiences in Arabic and English and for this we 

will probably parallel the effort. 

The final part and most difficult part to perfect 

* See p. 19A 
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a system. What I have described is a very restricted 

type of system and as it is it is not very difficult to 

construct. However, the ability to translate is confined 

to the kind of sentences generated by the binary of the 

grammar. Further work would have to be done to refine 

this basic grammar to improve the capability of the sys- 

tem. We hope in time to come to successful improvement. 

I am being very optimistic here as you probably realise. 

We have not seriously considered input and out- 

put system because we feel these are separate problems 

requiring other sources. 

Are there any problems? 

CHAIRMAN SEE: I have a question. You are do- 

ing something? 

BEN T'SOU: This was about a year ago. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: How do you write your grammar? 

BEN T'SOU: The grammar is left to right. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: How do you write the Chinese? 

BEN T'SOU: We do not have the facilities to 

put in characters. We are looking to ITEK. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: The Foundation recommended in I 

think it was the eleventh or twelfth annual report that 

whatever else you use if you attach the four digit number 
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from the telegraphic code to it — it is fairly compact — 

it is an unambiguous representation of the character in- 

volved and this is a great deal more than you get with 

the Romanization. 

BEN T'SOU: This we intend to do. We were 

thinking, this later publication we have a Chinese type- 

writer here at MIT. 

CHAIRMAN SEE:  Publication is another matter 

than the input that can be changed with other people. 

BEN T'SOU: That we intend to do. 

J. WONG: In this does the Chinese come first 

or the English come first? Do you have the example in 

Chinese first? 

BEN T'SOU: The translation is by human. 

J. WONG: The example in Chinese is actually 

the translation or from English? 

BEN T'SOU: The Chinese ones are the ones being 

generated. By the way, the first TA should be T. 

FRED PENG: Would you kindly tell us what kind 

of sentences they generate from for these examples? The 

first sentence sounds very peculiar. I would like to 

know. 

BEN T'SOU:  I think you are questioning the 

semantic content of the sentence. 
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VIC YNGVE: Let me say what we are trying to 

do. If we find some rules of grammar we think are cor- 

rect and write them in the form we had on the board we 

then can write a program that will produce sentences 

where we choose rules at random where we have a choice. 

This is the result. The Chinese is the result of doing 

that in the preliminary Chinese grammar. The purpose of 

doing this is to look at the output, see if we accept it 

as being the type of thing which we expect our grammar 

is describing. If we have made a mistake in the grammar 

we go back and change the grammar. Now since the only 

constraint that we have introduced on the strength of 

output Chinese is syntactic or grammatical you will find 

that the sentences that come out are nonsense, to have 

no semantic constraint. Does that answer your question? 

FRED PENG: Yes. 

DeCAMP: I would like to ask a related ques- 

tion. I would like to ask first of all are the fifteen 

sentences that are here a genuine random sampling? 

BEN T'SOU:  Yes. 

DeCAMP: It seemed to me in the fifteen there 

was a disproportionate type of sentence in here which are 

way out of line with what we would expect to find in an 
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actual text. I wondered if it were random within a cer- 

tain syntactic type. 

BEN T'SOU: The randomization of Chinese, and as 

you look through the list, most of the sentences include 

a modified construction. What I have done is generate 

the sentences and obviously I can't bring in a code of 

syntactics so I have selected at random. 

VIC YNGVE: These are selected from a random 

sampling which were generated from a grammar which is a 

very restricted grammar and is centered about his parti- 

cular type of grammatical interest. 

DICK MARCUS: Would it be possible to take one 

of these sentences and explain the rules by which this 

sentence was generated? 

BEN T'SOU: Suppose we take a simple one. The 

simplest one I think is the second last one, fourteen. 

I am simplifying as I go. Subject* plus predicate and 

there are various choices. In this case the subject is 

divided into various types of subjects. I don't go into 

that. In this case the noun phrase becomes a pronoun, 

third person plural. This is carried through the genera- 

tion of the sentence. The predicate is further divided 

into various categories. It goes into a descriptive verb. 
 
* See p. 23A 
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S           Subj. + Pred. 

          X    +    Y 

Subj.          NP 

NP             Pr. 3rd. pl. 

Pred.         Vb/descript. 
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Some people call it an adjective. Does that satisfy you 

with this sentence? 

BILL WANG; Did you use the third type of rule? 

BEN T'SOU: Not in this. 

PAUL GARVIN: Do you call a frame and then get 

the fillers to fit into the frame or how do you material- 

ize the first arrow subjection predicate? 

BEN T'SOU: Well, I suppose that is universal 

in all languages so we assume that. In this particular 

language, Chinese. I was thinking of studying certain 

types of sentences. I just sort of further categorize 

them. 

PAUL GARVIN: When you get the subject you then 

call a subject routine? 

BEN T'SOU: How the program works is quite 

simple. As it expanded into X plus Y2, then there is a 

choice. It starts, initiates the program we have. It 

takes a random, one of these, and then goes on the string. 

It then comes to a subject and has various choices and 

takes one of them. 

PAUL GARVIN: So each time you have a table of 

choices and have to randomize and pick one. I was just 

wondering with the thing that General Precision has. 
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They did something like this and they call it patterns 

and then it is patterns similar to what you have and then 

for each slot in the pattern they have a random selection 

of permitted fillers. Then they work to keep reducing 

the permitted number of things and expanding the number of 

possible slots. That is to say, get to finer and finer 

subclassifications. So I am delighted to see that there 

is concurrence. 

RON HOFMANN: In connection with the randomiza- 

tion when there is a choice of rules to be applied these 

rules are chosen with equal probability rather than ex- 

actly what you normally expect in the language itself. 

BEN T'SOU: You have two choices here for the 

first one. If you run this program a hundred times fifty 

per cent should be one and the other fifty per cent the 

other. 

VIC YNGVE: It is probably true that the 

statistics from this is probably not a fundamental proper- 

ty of language, except as an experimental device. If you 

want to study a particular type you can eliminate the 

other easily and reduce the choice. But we are not inter- 

ested in discovering these frequencies to study them, 

DeCAMP: Wouldn't it be true that that random 
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selection of rules would be proportionate to a random 

selection of sentences out of a text? If you wanted to 

generate out of sentences that would be roughly propor- 

tionate to the text. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: The only thing I know of is 

Bill Harwood's work in Tasmania where he took children's 

speech and for every rule that weighted the things in 

the current of the corpus. Of course, this is on the 

assumption that the rules themselves reflect something 

real about the language. There is hardly any point in 

weighting them unless you know these are the rules. This 

is the heart of the problem. 

VIC YNGVE: It was Bill that said the frequency 

of aspirin doesn't reflect anything on the incidence of 

headaches. 

DAVE LIEBERMAN: I think you couldn't stop at 

the statistics of rules but once you have an approxima- 

tion you have the frequencies of rules. There would be 

no end to it, 

VIC YNGVE: We have speculated on what would 

happen if we made a word count on the output of a generated 

program. I have done this. The trouble with it was that 

our grammar is so tiny that we used for that that we 
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don't really have a good distribution of words over the 

various syntactic types and so on but it did come out to 

some extent similar to the distribution and it is my im- 

pression if we had a fairly complete grammar and a selec- 

tive with any type of probability weight at all, equal 

probability or any other type you suggest, that it would 

come out with the distribution. In other words, I think 

that distribution is sort of inherent in the syntax 

language. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: It is inherent in a lot of 

things. There is one important point. In the research 

project you would prefer to generate things that are of 

interest for further study and most sentences are very 

uninteresting. The Georgetown's sample of a thousand 

sentences included quite a few of the type, "The tempera- 

ture was 180 degrees," and there were quite a number of 

sentences that were the same sentence with a few changes 

made. After you have analyzed these there is hardly any 

point for coming out with these. So really weighted for 

research purposes is better than of the national language 

weight at this time. 

PAUL GARVIN: I think this raises another 

interesting point, the choice of sentences that remain 
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random. What I have in mind, if you have a crude program 

and the rest is left to random selection. Now as you im- 

prove your rules it means in fact that you get to be more 

and more specific and the area of random choice gets to 

be more and more reduced. So I think this is an interest- 

ing question. Theoretically it would be interesting to 

know at what point you have to stop at rule making and 

leave to random. Ultimately you might have a generating 

system which is linked to a perception device where the 

perception device governs further selection and you get 

to a point then where you can tease the behavior asser- 

tion and have responses to stimuli. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Well, I guess as Chairman, unless 

we have further questions, we will leave the discussion, 

interesting as it is. 

BILL WANG: I have a specific question towards 

the grammar that underlies this. There is a reason for 

the discontinuous type of rule to take care of the character 

in the deep structure but you allow only one constituent to 

come through. I remember in previous meetings you said 

this turned out to be inadequate. Do you still hope? 

VIC YNGVE:  Yes. 

BILL WANG:  You haven't found this for Chinese? 
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BEN T'SOU: I have considered it. 

VIC YNGVE: I might comment. You have to con- 

ceive of that in the context of left to right generation 

where you always go down the left branch first and com- 

plete the left branch down to lexical items for words and 

work back up. You have to conceive of it in that frame- 

work. So it is a very high node. 

BILL WANG: I think you would be forced to 

assign too many sentences if you make that restriction. 

VIC YNGVE: I am open to changing that if I 

find the language is different. I started in the begin- 

ning thinking that it goes to the end. Maybe it goes 

over one, two, three, four and you have to have a subject 

and indicate how many. You might have several kinds. I 

think we would be quite willing to do that if we find in 

fact we need it but for English, and Arnold tells me for 

Arabic also, one seems to be enough. We are very sur- 

prised to find this. 

BILL WANG: Dick and I were talking of a parti- 

cular sentence in Chicago, "Have you ever been in Chicago?", 

where the "ever" is definitely a partner. "Have you never 

been to Chicago?" Intruding between these two parts of 

a discontinuous constituent you have to have "You have 
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never not". That is a little off the topic. I just 

wondered if you had modified that position. 

SYDNEY LAMB: An even simpler example, "He has 

called her up." 

BILL WANG: "Called up" can be regarded as one 

constituent. 

SYDNEY LAMB: But it is only after the call and 

not called up. 

VIC YNGVE: You mean the "ed" thing. 

SYDNEY LAMB: It doesn't have to go after a 

whole constituent. It only goes after part. 

VIC YNGVE: First of all we go only to words. 

SYDNEY LAMB: Then you have complexity. 

VIC YNGVE: Secondly, if we did go to morphemes 

I am not at all sure it would work. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Any more questions? If not, 

let's proceed with the Texas group. I should point out, 

as you all gathered, there is a change in the expected 

participation. Wayne is here and Madie Gray is not here. 

So the list is partly revised. 

WAYNE TOSH: I apologise for not having enough 

of these handouts to go around but they are not terribly 

important. They are just a summary of some of the 
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statistical data we have. The thing of primary importance 

to you is the amount of Chinese data we have. 

Now on the first page you will notice a state- 

ment, "There are 3600 dictionary entries and 3400 syntac- 

tic entries." This requires a little bit of clarifica- 

tion. The grammars we are writing are of the context free 

type. So I am referring to it. 

Now the Linguistic Research Center has a staff 

of approximately thirty people. This too fluctuates 

largely due to the fact that a good part of our linguistic 

staff is made up of graduate students and as they take 

their degrees and move on the staff changes. Approxi- 

mately a third of the staff is linguistic and the rest 

split between theoretical mathematical and staff. 

You will find details of the organization and 

the approach that we are using, the theoretical founda- 

tion, spelled out in a document bearing this number, 

LRC63-SR1, and the title is "Symposium On The Status Of 

Research". I won't spend any time on these details. 

This is a symposium we presented for the National Science 

Foundation. You will find the outlines, the formal out- 

line, of the theoretical basis we are working on given 

there and an outline of the program system and an outline 

of the linguistics approach we are using. 
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To review it very briefly the approach we are 

using is a stratification type of description. Our 

efforts have been confined to morpho-syntactic descrip- 

tion in English, Roman, Chinese and Hebrew. We have just 

the very beginning of a description in the last two langu- 

ages. I think you will find these listed on the statisti- 

cal summary that I passed out. 

This morpho-syntactic description is intended 

to take care of the overt characteristics of the language 

in question such as word order but to exclude semantic 

equation features. This will be relegated to a later 

descriptive effort. 

Our terminal you will find is second order 

description. The second order description will take care 

of transitional and semantic classification problems. 

The grammars are intended to be bidirectional so again 

if you recall the outline that Professor Yngve presented 

on the translation system ours is logically quite similar. 

The procedural details are different in some respects but 

the translation process is broken down into three phases 

of operation, recognition, transfer and synthesis. 

Perhaps the thing that is important to empha- 

size is that the grammar that serves to recognize the 
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input language can equally well be used to synthesize 

the output language assuming that one is coming from 

another language into this particular one. So if we take 

the English grammar, for instance, it is designed to work 

equally well as a recognition and synthesis grammar, 

There is likewise an intermediate table to state 

the equivalent between a rule or set of rules and grammar. 

A negative point in the first order description 

we do not have a facility for handling discontinuance. 

This will be a function of the second order of transforma- 

tion description. 

That in a very brief nutshell is the type of 

system that we have right now and is similar in general 

capacity to the system Professor Yngve has outlined. We 

are not doing any random generation. At the present time 

the state of the system is still essentially the same as 

reported at the symposium. We have the programs developed 

to the point we can do automatic recognition and each of 

these five grammars but are not yet prepared to do any 

syntheses in them. This series of programs in recogni- 

tion is expected to be completed sometime early next year, 

1965. 

Now as to more specific problems in Chinese the 
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description that has been prepared in Chinese is largely 

suitable for recognition purposes and not for synthesis 

in that the kind of restrictions that have been built into 

the grammar here are sufficiently well defined to work for 

recognition but sufficiently ambiguous to prevent the 

grammar from being used as a generative grammar. So one 

of the problems for us now is to add in the necessary re- 

strictions and to this end we are undertaking a study of 

Chinese syntax and morphology. Some of you have undoubted- 

ly heard statements from time to time that Chinese has no 

morphology but it is simple to ask a native if he can 

randomize expressions and get a negative answer so there 

must be more to it. 

The steps we are taking to come up with the kind 

of description we need in this area have started with a 

study of a concordance of the Chinese texts that we are 

presently using which is, incidentally, referred in the 

telegraphic code and to even code expressions taken from 

the texts as the terminal to some rule, to some class, 

and to encode as specific properties of this class as if 

they were parts of the class name themselves, subclassifi- 

cations, those expressions which the informant considers 

permissible in concatenation. Right now they are 
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restricted to the very primitive level of contiguous 

expressions. 

What we will do when this data is completed 

for the concordance is to sort these rules again looking 

at this as if it were a unity class name and bring to- 

gether all expressions having the same set of properties. 

This is not a very profound thing as far as linguistic 

research is concerned. It is just a good classical study 

in distributional analysis. We want an expression of this 

sort to put in the generative restrictions we think are 

necessary for translating into Chinese. So far none of 

the grammars we have looked at have a sufficiently well 

defined description, set of classifications. More often 

the classifications seem to reflect a description based 

on, let's say, English transitional analogues. Of course, 

this presents difficulties as you well know. 

I thought I would leave the summary of our work 

at that and leave more time for questions on specific de- 

tails. I have brought with me some displays of the 

Chinese grammar and concordance. Unfortunately there are 

only four or five copies here so it won't be very con- 

venient for everybody but we may want to take a look at 

these later if not now. So I will turn the floor over to 
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Dr. DeCamp who has a few words about the program at Texas. 

DeCAMP: All I have to say is that the program 

at Texas is divided into two disparate divisions. There 

is the program in the college on linguistics and then the 

linguistics center separate. I am in the linguistics pro- 

gram and until recently the people over in the research 

center have been carrying the ball almost completely on 

the Chinese, certainly as far as any research they have 

beginning with the fine work done here. Until this year 

the Chinese language in the University has been an in- 

centive shot in an exotic language for the graduate stu- 

dents. Trying to get it out of the exotic into a continu- 

ing carefully planned language program is what we have 

started this year with Chinese being offered on the third 

year level and beginning to find students both on the 

undergraduate and graduate level. As such our relation- 

ship between the research center and ourselves is one which 

the teaching work is done by ourselves. The specific MT 

application is entirely by the research center. General 

research is done at both places. 

There has been considerable planning during the 

past few months as to what areas of Chinese syntax are go- 

ing to be touched on, what can be profitably dealt with, 
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and things of this sort. Wayne can show you the display 

material he has here. Other studies of this sort are 

planned and certainly will be under way by us and gradu- 

ate students in the program as well as those over in the 

research center. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Are there any questions directed 

towards the Texas people? 

SYDNEY LAMB: Did you say there is some work 

on Chinese structure going on in the college? 

DeCAMP: As of now, yes. There are two graduate 

students interested now. One of them is on campus at the 

Austin campus and is on comparative structure. The other 

one, a student who is at present still in Taiwan, is work- 

ing on complement structures. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Any other questions? 

SAMUEL B. MARTIN: I would like to ask a ques- 

tion. You are dealing with single characters and their 

neighbors, is this what it amounts to? 

WAYNE TOSH: In the simple case but a string of 

characters may be included as well. 

SAMUEL E. MARTIN: Then when you have this long 

list are these only things that occur in your text? 

WAYNE TOSH: No, they are limited to things that 
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occur in the text, in the traditional grammar such as 

classifiers. 

SAMUEL E. MARTIN: So you have done a certain 

amount of grammatical analysis before you consider this? 

         WAYNE TOSH: Insofar as we have limited the set 

of properties to this list but we are not starting with 

the assumption that we will have adjectival properties 

because at this point we don't know what an adjective is. 

         SAMUEL E. MARTIN: I was wondering. 

         WAYNE TOSH: It doesn't include the language. 

         CHAIRMAN SEE: Any further questions? 

If not, I would suggest the following procedure. 

I had planned a break at this point anyway. The group 

has copies of their output, I believe, for display pur- 

poses. There is a large table over there and a large 

table over here. I suggest we take a break until eleven 

o'clock which will allow time for those who are interested 

to group around the two tables and scrutinize copies of 

the output and ask questions about it. 

         (Recess from 10:45 A.M. to 11:25 A.M.) 

         CHAIRMAN SEE: I think we have had a good half 

hour break so we can resume with the next two presenta- 

tions, one from ITEK and followed by IBM. I think we can 
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expect that both presentations will fall short of an hour 

so if we can make the questions direct ones at the end we 

can aim for a one o'clock luncheon and other questions 

can wait until after lunch. So we will now hear from the 

ITEK group. 

DICK MARCUS: I shall try to keep my remarks 

fairly brief so that there will be time for questions and 

discussion. I will give a general picture of the work 

that is being done at ITEK and Dr. Wong and Theresa Lee 

can answer specific questions about the Chinese analysis 

itself. 

As many of you know, ITEK's interest in mechani- 

cal translation got a strong boost about two years ago 

when Dr. King who was at IBM came to ITEK and brought to 

ITEK plans for further development for the so-called 

photo-store computer, an application including mechanical 

translation and I might add automatic stenotype transcrip- 

tion. We are not quite ready to give it to you today but 

the next meeting maybe. 

ITEK has a program that began just a few months 

ago with the Air Force at Rome which is basically for 

linguistic analysis of Chinese leading to application of 

translation from Chinese to English. In addition ITEK 
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itself is supporting mechanical translation itself and 

hopes to come up with a workable system in the near fu- 

ture. So that we are indeed quite oriented towards some 

of the practical problems and to the whole spectrum of the 

problem and perhaps not quite as much at this time oriented 

towards the theoretical or formal aspects of the problem. 

I might mention briefly some of the hardware 

work that is going on at ITEK because it is pertinent to 

the kind of translation system that we are devising. 

First I can mention our Chinese input encoder which again 

is a development of previous work done at IBM for the 

Air Force. As you may know, this is a typewriter-like 

device that with basically three strokes on the flexo- 

writer type keyboard one can encode any Chinese character 

and the Chi-coder, as we call it, can be operated by non- 

Chinese speaking persons with relatively short training 

periods. I had hoped to bring our model down here for 

you to see today but we had transportation problems so 

the best I can do for those who are very interested we 

can arrange to see it at ITEK at some time. 

The Chi-coder comes out, as I mentioned, basical- 

ly with this three bit, three digit code, which is what we 

are using internally in the computer programs. We have 
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prepared conversion tables from the telegraphic code to 

Chi-coder code so that if necessary we can make use of 

material that is in the telegraphic code or we can for 

output purposes if someone wants to put the output in 

telegraphic code. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Excuse me, how many characters 

do you have for the typewriter? 

THERESA LEE:  Ten thousand. The thing is that 

we also have simplified characters. We take the regular 

character code.                              

CHAIRMAN SEE: How about variance? 0016, some 

people write that one way and some another. You can 

write either flat across the top or slanting. 

THERESA LEE: The thing is if the Chi-coder 

character is in a different code but we recall the tele- 

graphic code as the same. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Can you go both ways or only one 

way, telegraphic code to your typewriter? 

THERESA LEE: We have the conversion table from 

the telegraphic code to the Chi-coder so if you are input- 

ting telegraphic code the output comes out. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: The variance mostly go the other 

way. You have telegraphic code to a typewriter version 
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but you may not go to all possible variance. 

THERESA LEE: That is right. 

DICK MARCUS: The computer development at ITEK 

again is based on previous work both at Telemeter and IBM. 

The additional development has been and is going on at 

ITEK which has to do with expanding the memory capacity of 

the computer and increasing the flexibility of the logic 

so that on one disc now we are storing approximately 200 

million bits of information and with one content addressed 

lookup which takes on the average of 15 milliseconds you 

could search through the whole memory to find that parti- 

cular strain you are looking for if it is there. 

In addition to the basic lookup feature there 

has been additional logic added to the control so as to 

essentially allow general purpose digital logic capability 

in addition to the lookup. So for those bookkeeping type 

operations which previously would require one or more 

lookups we can do now in a very short period of time we 

have two fast memories of thin film and a core memory so 

we can do these bookkeeping type operations or any other 

arithmetic operation at a much faster speed from the thin 

film and core. 

Now as far as the translation work that we have 
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done so far it is still in the early stages. As I men- 

tioned our Air Force contract is only about three months 

old. We have started by making a tentative word class 

category, the main elements of which are given in the 

glossary in the handout, and under each of these main 

word classes there are many subclasses. For the transla- 

tion procedure itself we divided into five stages and we 

have given samples of relatively simple examples of what 

is meant under these five stages. 

The word segmentation by longest match indicates 

that we have stored on the disc or contemplate storing on 

the disc Chinese words that these groups of characters 

that are to be treated as a syntactic element. Then in 

the input sentence would be read into the computer and 

starting on the left-hand aide you would look up in the 

dictionary the longest string with the longest word that 

you can find and that provides the word segmentation as 

you do this successively. The information that you would 

get from this word segmentation, that is the information 

that is stored on the disc, is of two types. 

(At blackboard) First there are the word class 

codes, grammatical codes, for the Chinese words. Second, 

there would be the translation in several forms perhaps, 
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noun, adjective or verb, if these forms cannot be derived 

from one form by simple rule. These English words would 

have morphological tags which tell the way they are in- 

flected. The information in number two is saved for the 

final stage of synthesis and what we operate on in the 

next stages, two through four, would be the word class 

codes themselves. 

Now we have distinguished three types of passes. 

In general we think of these as occurring in sequence but 

we realize there will be actually a bit of interchange so 

that we have the parsing rules, the ambiguity resolving 

rules and the translation rules. The translation rules 

are in three types, those that would specify number and 

tense and so forth, those in which English words are in- 

serted into the output string, and those rules in which 

a word reordering is specified. 

I might mention something of the form in which 

we indicated some of these examples. The fact that they 

are written with a double arrow, one outside the other, 

is not necessarily indicative of any particular kind of 

transformational analysis for the following. It is just 

a convenient way of explaining the rule. 

There is a suggestion though about implementation. 
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The implication is that these strings on the left-hand 

side of the rules will be looked up whole by our longest 

matched table look up method so that we not only use this 

table of longest match for initial word segmentation but 

these syntagmas, if you like, or phrases are looked up 

whole in the later processing. We feel this is a signifi- 

cant saving of simplicity and speed over trying to analyze 

strings of codes purely by algorithmic approach. 

What we have done so far is build up a fairly 

extensive, although still tentative, set of parsing rules, 

rules of recognition if you like, and have made some pre- 

liminary stabs on ambiguity resolving rules and transla- 

tion rules. We hope to soon gather many more ambiguity 

resolving rules and translation rules with this preliminary 

set to actually try out translation and on the basis of the 

kind of results we get decide whether to emphasize what 

changes to make in the word class characteristics and 

what particular aspect of linguistic analysis to emphasize. 

That very briefly is the scope and direction of 

the work at ITEK and we would be glad to try to answer any 

specific questions. 

RON HOFMANN: There is one question I have about 

your symbols. It is not clear whether the CMM is to be 
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interpreted as conumeral and 4104 is indicated as conumeral 

     

or conumeral plus 4104? 

DICK MARCUS: That CMM is the symbol for that 

particular conumeral. 

RON HOFMANN: I see, and not for the other. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Which you don't have listed here. 

THERESA LEE: We just have listed for the materi- 

al in this. 

DICK MARCUS: What is listed in the symbol page 

is just for the succeeding pages and is not complete. 

ITIROO SAKAI:  Longest match, do you have any 

means for getting rid of the linguistics especially in 

analysis? 

DICK MARCUS: Yes, if we find in this syntactic 

analysis that we are having difficulty we can go back and 

try to re-segment. We hope, we haven't done too much 

experimentation yet, but we hope this kind of difficulty 

will not occur very frequently, 

CHAIRMAN SEE: But it does.  (Laughter) 

SYDNEY LAMB:  In Chinese it comes too often. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: There are two kinds of situations. 

There are standard cases with very common connectives which 

fall repeatedly into the same thing which I suppose you 
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could make up a special rule for. For example, 0022 can 

easily occur at the end of a phrase and if some nice lit- 

              
 

tle word like 0948 is the next one then you have China 

coming out where it wasn't intended, I notice in the paper 

I read every day from New
 
York in the beginning it always 

                       
 

winds up the date with 2480 and then proceeds immediately 
                                  

without a break with
 
2639 which gives you Japan. It is 

                       

quite common so that if you are committed to that, the 

sentence if you go back and re-examine it I wonder if you 

have a program in mind that summarizes this. 

DICK MARCUS:  I don't have the specifics for 

that case. 

J. WONG:  We might use the initials in the box 

to avoid that. Initial the beginning, then the terminal. 

We use the marks to indicate this is the initial and this 

is the terminal. 

CHAIRMAN SEE; You mean you pre-edit the 

material. I suppose you get a sentence which has these 

words in it. It could be you are referring to China or 

it could be it is segmented between the pieces, 

J. WONG: In other words, China would be one 

word. 

CHAIRMAN SEE:  Suppose it isn't? 
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J. WONG: No, on the disc we encode it and it 
  (?) 

would be one word, Japan. TUNG is used otherwise. 

                 
 

CHAIRMAN SEE: I suppose it is followed by 0948. 

THERESA LEE: We would hope there would be some- 

thing in between. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: There often isn't. 

DICK MARCUS: The general solution where it in- 

deed is as you say would be that in doing the parsing we 

would hope again that the wrong interpretation is ungram- 

matical. It would make the whole sentence ungrammatical. 

PAUL GARVIN: This requires a criteria for auto- 

matically determining whether the output of your lookup is 

grammatical or not. This is not easy. 

DICK MARCUS: That is what is done basically in 

the parsing. If the parsing does not succeed to the ex- 

tent the parsing is right you have made a mistake perhaps 

in segmentation. 

PAUL GARVIN: It is hard to find where the mis- 

take is. We have a problem in a somewhat different area 

which is the matching of English sentences in a comparison 

program. Jules Mersel developed a program of sentence 

extension where you cannot match one Russian sentence 

with one English sentence you try matching two Russian 
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sentences with two English sentences and then try to 

match one Russian sentence with one English sentence which 

is one way of trying to find if your match is correct. 

This is where if the shortest way is correct you are okay. 

The criterion is in the sentence if there is a word match. 

Could you conceive of a simple lookup where you try going 

either left to right or right to left and get the longest 

match and if you don't get a suitable longest match on the 

next few characters you go back and revise the few charac- 

ters and then go on. I think this might be one simpler 

way rather than wait until the whole thing is parsed. 

DICK MARCUS: Then you would have to have the 

rules for segmentation later on. You would never come up 

with an impossible segmentation because any individual 

character could be a word. 

CHAIRMAN SEE: Would you care to comment on 

this problem? 

SYDNEY LAMB: Yes, we have given consideration 

over a number of years. When we started out we were work- 

ing on Russian, We use the principle of longest match 

which works pretty well for Russian actually but does get 

you into some trouble in some cases, so we gave it up. 

In Chinese I think you get into trouble more often than 
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you do in Russian. The only way to do it is to get all 

possible segmentations. 

DICK MARCUS: I would be interested if anybody 

had any actual statistics on it. I would like to make 

one comment on statistics in general though. I person- 

ally have a slightly different outlook than maybe other 

people do. It seems to me when you try and divide syntax 

up into things that are grammatical and things that are 

not grammatical it is not just a binary choice, some 

things are and some things aren't. It seems to me that 

this is often a gradation of common things that are obvi- 

ously considered correct in grading off to other strange 

constructions that may occur very indirectly and yet they 

do occur, so since we are trying to devise a working sys- 

tem and do as well as we can on our first try we have to 

consider statistics very much. We have to try and do the 

most frequent things first and perhaps leave some of the 

exceptions to later on. 

S.S.SOO: When did ITEK start to work in 

Chinese? 

DICK MARCUS: Well, as soon as Dr. King came is 

when we first considered it. This Air Force contract, as 

I said, is only three months old, ITEK's work has been 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 





 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


